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Profile

Comer Industries is a global leader in mechatronic solutions and integrated systems for 
power transmission, supplied to major manufacturers of agricultural and industrial 
machinery worldwide. 

Founded in 1970 in Reggiolo, Reggio Emilia, Italy, for the manufacturing of gearboxes for agricultural 
machinery, the company has progressively expanded its range with complete transmissions 
also for the industrial and mobile markets, to ensure customers added value and competitive 
advantages.

Comer Industries plants worldwide have been designed following the principles of World Class 
Manufacturing (WCM), a Japanese work-based integrated production methodology developed 
in the USA in the 1990s which involves the entire organization, from safety to environment, 
maintenance, logistics and quality. It targets the elimination of all wastes with the ultimate 
objective of achieving zero defects, zero accidents, zero breakdowns and zero inventory.

PLANETARY TRAVEL & HOIST DRIVES series is available for track drives, wheel drives and 
winch drives configurations, which can be used on a wider range of mobile equipments, as well 
as construction, agriculture and marine applications.

PLANETARY TRAVEL & HOIST DRIVES transmissions are the most suitable choice for heavy 
duty applications, through a more compact and robust solution, that features higher output 
torque and load capacity along with increased reliability. Application engineering allows to 
solve any customer’s problems, granting continuous improvement, quality and total service.
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Industrial operations are structured in five plants in Italy, specialized by product line, plus two 
facilities in China (Shaoxing, Zhejiang) and India (Bangalore, Karnataka).

The company operates in the major world markets through its own sales subsidiaries in France, 
Germany, United Kingdom, United States, Brazil, China and India.

Comer Academy, the in-house management school, promotes human resources growth 
through training programs and attracts young, creative talents.



Quality Management 
System & Customer 
Care
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To develop and test advanced product solutions, Comer Industries established its Mechatronics 
Research Center, (1996), equipped with the latest technologies and experimental tools. 
Covering an area of 2,100 m², this facility has 1 climate chamber and 16 soundproofed test cells, 
equipped with cutting-edge devices and simulators to reproduce machine operating environment, 
thus optimizing product performances and reducing both prototyping lead-time and customer 
time-to-market for new machines. Its team of application engineers is specialized in acquiring 
machine performance data, using advanced measuring instruments. 
Comer Industries can also rely on its Metallographic Laboratory for chemical and materials’ 
analysis.

Mechatronics
Research Center
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Range
TRACK DRIVES   Series PGR T

WHEEL DRIVES   Series PGR W

WINCH DRIVES   Series PGR H
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Series PGR T
TRACK DRIVES 

Either in the mobile construction or in the agricultural market, the right Comer Industries PGR T 
drive can be found to fit the needs.
Its compact design, improved robustness, increased power density and suitability for most 
of cartridge fixed and variable displacement hydraulic motors will make the PGR T series the 
best option for any crawler machine.
Equipped with internal parking brake and on request with disconnection.

(*) Dimensions may change according to the selected hydraulic motors.

(*) Dimensions may change according to the selected hydraulic motors.
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Series PGR W
WHEEL DRIVES 

The compact design, the enhanced performances and the high load tapered roller bearings 
of PGR W series will deliver the requested travel speed and the desired mobility necessary to 
succeed in the wheeled applications, such as paving, agricultural or forestry machines.
By incorporating a disconnect device, available as option, PGR W series allows a vehicle to be 
towed in case of hydraulic system failure.
Equipped with internal parking brake and suitable for SAE and cartridge hydraulic motors.

(*) Dimensions may change according to the selected hydraulic motors.

(*) Dimensions may change according to the selected hydraulic motors.



 TWO SPEED WHEEL DRIVES  
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This patented design drive, hydraulically controlled shifting HI-LO, has been specifically 
developed for such application needing a significant speed difference, between working and 
travelling operation. 
With its wide spread of ratios from HI to LO and the design solution without clutch, it is the ideal 
solution for paving machines, but also for other construction machines. 

COMPLETE MECHANICAL SHIFTING MECHANISM    

Series PGR W

VERSION A VERSION B



Series PGR H
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WINCH DRIVES 
The PGR H (hoisting) series is the ideal solution for all lifting and winch applications, performing 
according to FEM standards, in particular the most common class M5-T5-L2 @ 25 rpm.
With its increased power density and reduced dimensions, the PGR H can be easily 
accommodated inside the drum, allowing at the same time to reduce at minimum drum’s 
dimension.
The PGR H series features heavy duty tapered roller bearings and internal hydraulic released 
multidisc brake: it can accommodate the most common SAE axial piston motors but also orbit and 
electric motors upon request.

(*) Dimensions may change according to the selected hydraulic motors.
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Series PGR H
WINCH DRIVES 

This modular PGR H series, designed mainly for mobile cranes, can easily be accommodated 
inside any cable drums. 
In some configurations, the hydraulically operated, negative parking brake is external to the 
units, for a better and easier serviceability; some others feature dual input for SAE axial piston 
motors.
All units perform according to FEM standards, in particular the most common class M5-T5-L2 @ 
25rpm.

(**) Dual input.

(**) Dual input.

VERSION A VERSION B



Global
Presence

Comer Industries operates in the main world markets with its own sales organization and it is 
present in major foreign countries with its own sales subsidiaries in the United States, Brazil, 
China, Germany, France and the United Kingdom.

In countries where there are not own branches, product distribution is carried out through 
an international network of distributors and agents. In Italy a direct sales network is 
operating.
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COMER INDUSTRIES HEADQUARTERS 

Comer Industries Spa (Headquarters)
Via Magellano 27, 42046 Reggiolo (RE), Italy
Tel. +39 0522 974111
Fax +39 0522 973249
e-mail: info@comerindustries.com  

FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES

Comer Industries Inc. 
12730, Virkler Drive Charlotte NC 28273 - 3882 P.O. Box 410305 Charlotte NC 28241 - 0305, 
Usa
Tel. +1 704 588 8400
Email: arojas@comerinc.com 

Comer Industries UK Ltd.
Units 2/3 Merry Lees Industrial Estate, The Sidings, Desford, Leicestershire LE9 9FE, UK
Tel. +44 1530 231504
email: glynn_wright@comerindustries.com 
Note: calls may be recorded for training and monitoring purposes 

Comer Industries Sarl
Parc Faraday, 1 rue Christian Doppler, 77700 Serris, France
Tel. +33 01 6031 7050
email: commercial@comerindustries.com

Comer GmbH
Im Heetwinkel 19, 46514 Schermbeck, Germany
Tel. +49 2853 912 67-0
email: sales@comerindustries.com

Comer Industries (Shaoxing) Company Ltd.
Branch office: Prime Dynapolis, Unit 912, No. 587-597 Langao Road, Putuo district, Shanghai, 
China
Tel. +86 2162 112718
Fax +86 2162 119454
email: sales@comerindustries.com
www.comerindustries.com.cn 

Comer Industries do Brasil Ltda.
Rua Palmyro d’Andréa 22, CEP 13.485-404 - Jardim Porto Real II, Limeira - (SP), Brazil
Tel./Fax +55 19 3442 9627
email: contato@comerindustries.com.br
www.comerindustries.com.br 

Please refer to Comer Industries website for updated information: http://www.comerindustries.com/en/contacts
The updated network of Comer Industries’ distributors and agents are available at: http://www.comerindustries.
com/en/contacts/dealer-locator.html
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Production Plant Planetary Drives & Axles 
 42025 Cavriago (RE) Italy  - via Prati Vecchi, 37

Tel. +39 0522 943838 Fax +39 0522 942686
info@comerindustries.com - www.comerindustries.com
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Comer industries shall have no liability for the completeness and accuracy of the information and cannot be held liable for any third-party claims or losses of any damages. The information represented on this catalogue can be revised at any time without notice.




